
Team ontestyounger groupWednesday, 26 September 200731. Points C and D lie on semiirle with diameter AB, and C is loser to A thanD. Let M ,N ,P be midpoints of segments AC, BD and CD respetively. Point OA isirumentre of triangle ACP , and point OB is irumentre of triangle BDP . Show thatOAOBkMN .32. Show that for integer n  2 an inequality holds:n(pn+ 1� 1) ¬ 1 + 12 + 13 + : : :+ 1n ¬ 1 + n(1� 1npn)33. Two irles o1 i o2 interset at points X and Y . Line l is tangent to o1 and o2in points A and B respetively. Let m be a line tangent in X to irumirle of triangleXAB and n a line tangent in Y to irumirle of triangle Y AB. Show that lines l, mand n have a ommon point.34. Show that for positive a; b;  an inequality holds:3(a+ b + )  8 3pab + 3sa3 + b3 + 3335. Show that if p is an odd prime number and k  p then: kp! � $kp% mod p36. Positive irrational numbers p; q satisfy ondition 1p+ 1q = 1. Show that for all n 2 Nexists suh k 2 N that n = bpk or n = bqk.37. A number of shools took part in a tournament. Eah of them was represented by ateam onsisting of girls and boys. The total number of girls taking part in the tournamentdi�ered from the total number of boys by 1. Then eah two ontestants from di�erentshools played a math. The number of mathes between ontestants of di�erent sexdi�ered from the number of mathes between ontestants of the same sex by 1. Determinethe maximal possible number of partiipating shools represented by an odd number ofontestants.
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Team ontestolder groupWednesday, 26 September 200734. Show that for positive a; b;  an inequality holds:3(a+ b + )  8 3pab + 3sa3 + b3 + 3335. Show that if p is an odd prime number and k  p then: kp! � $kp% mod p36. Positive irrational numbers p; q satisfy ondition 1p+ 1q = 1. Show that for all n 2 Nexists suh k 2 N that n = bpk or n = bqk.37. A number of shools took part in a tournament. Eah of them was represented by ateam onsisting of girls and boys. The total number of girls taking part in the tournamentdi�ered from the total number of boys by 1. Then eah two ontestants from di�erentshools played a math. The number of mathes between ontestants of di�erent sexdi�ered from the number of mathes between ontestants of the same sex by 1. Determinethe maximal possible number of partiipating shools represented by an odd number ofontestants.38. Cirles o1 and o2 interset at points A and B. Let l be a line tangent to o1 ando2 in points X and Y respetively. Lines tangent in points X and Y to a irumirle oftriangle AXY interset at point C. Let B0 be a symmetrial reetion of point B throughline l. Show that points B0,A and C are ollinear.39. On a plane 9 points are given, no 3 of them ollinear. Show, that for every of thesepoints the number of triangles with verties in other 8 points, to whih interior this pointbelongs, is even.310. Let ABCD be a parallelogram. Line l, passing through point A intersets raysBC and DC at X and Y respetively. Let K and L be enters of irles outersribed totriangles ABX and ADY , tangent to sides BX and DY respetively. Show, that for givenparallelogram ABCD the measure of angle KCL does not depend on the hoie of line l.311. Find the set of values of x0; x1 2 R for whih in sequene (xn)n2N de�ned byondition xn+1 = xn�1xn3xn�1 � 2xn ; n  1there is in�nitely many integer numbers.
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